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Abstract—This paper presents an overview of common-
centroid (CC) layout styles, used in analog designs to overcome
the impact of systematic variations. CC layouts must be carefully
engineered to minimize the impact of mismatch. Algorithms for
CC layout must be aware of routing parasitics, layout-dependent
effects (for active devices), and the performance impact of layout
choices. The optimal CC layout further depends on factors such
as the choice of the unit device and the relative impact of
uncorrelated and systematic variations. The paper also examines
scenarios where non-CC layouts may be preferable to CC layouts.

I. INTRODUCTION

In analog/mixed-signal (AMS) circuits, process variations
cause unpredictability in circuit performance parameters. AMS
circuits are built so that they are less sensitive to the absolute
value of process-induced variability of a device or passive
(which is hard to control), but are still sensitive to the differ-
ential variability between devices (which are more controlled).
For example, in differential structures such as differential pairs
(DPs) in an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), the
use of matching is effective in reducing variations in OTA per-
formance. Several other analog structures, e.g., active devices
in planar and FinFET technologies (e.g., current mirrors) and
passives (e.g., resistor/capacitor arrays), require matching.

This paper overviews common-centroid layout [1], one of
the most widely used techniques for reducing process-induced
differential mismatch in analog layouts. The common-centroid
(CC) technique creates a layout for a set of k elements, with
each device i consisting of si units. CC layout ensures that
the centroids of the units of each device coincide.

The layout of the DP in Fig. 1 could be organized into
an array of two elements, devices A and B (i.e., k = 2),
each consisting of sA = sB = 2 unit cells [1]. The CC
technique lays out devices in a 1D or 2D array such that in
each dimension of the array, the centroids match. Given that
the location of unit i of device j is (xji , y

j
i ), for a 1D layout

such as Fig. 1, the CC criterion is:
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In the figure, this is met using the “ABBA” sequence.
A 2D CC layout pattern is symmetric around both the X-

and Y-axis. In a general 2D array,
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In contrast, interdigitated layouts alternate the placement of
the fingers (or FinFET unit cells) of each of the k devices,
e.g., the 1D layout in the sequence “ABAB” shown in Fig. 1.
Interdigitated schemes do not have a common centroid for the
devices: in the figure, the centroid for the A cells lies to the left

Fig. 1: Common-centroid and interdigitated layout of a 2×
differential pair in a FinFET technology.

of that for the B cells. Generally speaking, CC layouts have
been considered to be better for matching process-induced
variations than other alternatives such as interdigitated pat-
terns, and are widely used to match circuit elements. However,
it should be noted that CC layouts may involve more complex
routing and larger routing parasitics than other alternatives.

The rationale for using CC layouts is that they cancel
out linear systematic variations due to first-order process
gradients. A variation ∆p in process parameter p induces a
small perturbation, ∆P , in the circuit performance parameter
P . This can be modeled using a linear Taylor series expansion,

∆P = Sp∆p (4)

where Sp = ∂P/∂p is the sensitivity at the nominal point.
Using the centroid as the origin, the variations are modeled
by a plane ∆p = α · x where α is the (possibly unknown)
gradient of the variation. In the horizontal dimension x,

∆P = αSp · x (5)

i.e., for linear variations, i.e., constant α, the performance P
is a linear function of x, the location of each device.

Under this linear assumption, the CC criterion ensures that
the sum of variations over all devices cancel each other out.
In Fig. 1, let us say that p represents the threshold voltage
and P the drain current. Since ∆p = α · x, the parameter p
of device A is shifted by −2α for the leftmost unit cell and
+2α for the rightmost unit cell with respect to the value at the
centroid. From Eq. (5), the drain current shifts by −2αSp,A

and +2αSp,A, adding up to a net shift of zero. Using a similar
notation, currents in the devices of B shift by currents shift
by −αSp,B and αSp,B , also creating a net shift of zero. A
similar argument justifies CC in 2D layouts.

Additionally, the aspect ratio of a CC layout is typically
close to a square [2], for which the maximum distance from
the origin is smaller than any other rectangle, thus limiting the
magnitude of systematic variation over the layout.

II. MODELING ON-CHIP VARIATIONS

Process-induced on-chip variations can be categorized as either
systematic variations, which can be modeled predictably, or



random variations, which can only be represented statistically.
Variations can also be classified as:
Global variations: These affect all like elements on a chip
similarly, and do not cause mismatch between elements on a
die and are well modeled using process corners.
Local variations: These include systematic gradient-based vari-
ations and local random variations that can be modeled using
spatially correlated models [3]–[5], whereby elements that are
closer to each other on a chip have lower mismatch. These
variations do not significantly affect small arrays [6]–[8].

Local systematic variations are often represented using
linear or nonlinear models [8], while random variations are
modeled using distributions. Local random variations can be
characterized by their spatial correlation [5], [9]: uncorrelated
variations affect even adjacent elements independently, while
spatially correlated variations show a correlation trend that
decays with the distance between the elements. This is cap-
tured by a metric called the correlation distance [10], [11]
(uncorrelated variations have a correlation distance of zero).

The total variation in a process parameter is given by:

∆P = g + u+ s (6)

where g, u, and s are, respectively, the global, local uncorre-
lated, and local spatially correlated variations, with variances
σ2
g , σ2

u, and σ2
s . The mean of ∆P is zero, and its variance is

σ2
P = σ2

g + σ2
u + σ2

s (7)

A. Modeling Systematic Variations
1) Process Gradients: We illustrate a gradient-based sys-

tematic variation model [12], [13] for a capacitive array. The
nominal value of the oxide thickness at the origin (the center
of the array) is t0, resulting in a unit capacitor value of Cu.
The capacitance Ck, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, at location (xk, yk) is shifted
due to systematic variations in the oxide thickness, tk, to

C∗k =
∑
k

Cu
t0
tk

(8)

where tk = t0 + γ(xk cos θ + yk sin θ) (9)

Here, γ and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 180◦ are the linear oxide gradient
magnitude and angle at the origin.

A metric for systematic variation in CC capacitor arrays is
the maximum ratio mismatch between any capacitor pair. In
an array of n capacitors, if the ideal capacitance ratio is C1 :
C2 : · · · : Cn and C∗1 : C∗2 : · · · : C∗n is the capacitance ratio
due to systematic variations, the maximum ratio mismatch is:

Msys = max
p,q∈{1,··· ,n},p6=q
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∗
q

)
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(Cp/Cq)

∣∣∣∣∣ (10)

2) Layout-Dependent Effects: In advanced technology
nodes, layout-dependent effects (LDEs) [14]–[16] induce
shifts in the performance parameters of transistors. This shift
depends on relative positions of features in the layout. The
most common LDEs, shown in Fig. 2, include:
Well proximity effect (WPE) is seen in nanoscale CMOS nodes,
where high-energy ions are used to create a deep retrograde
well profile [16]. However, high-energy ions scatter at the edge
of the photoresist and change the doping profile, modifying the

Fig. 2: Layout-dependent effects.

threshold voltage Vth of a device based on its distance from
the well edge (shown for device B in Fig. 2(b)). This effect is
commonly knows as WPE [16], and WPE-induced mismatch
can be minimized by keeping well edges far from devices or
by maintaining equal well spacing for matched devices.
Length of diffusion (LOD) [17], results in variations in stress
on transistors, and hence its Vth, due to changes in the length
of the diffusion region. The impact of LOD is described by
two parameters, SA and SB, the distances from poly-gate to
the diffusion/active edge on either side of the device. For a
device of gate length Lg and n unit cells [18]:

∆Vth ∝
1

LOD
=

n∑
i=1

(
1

SAi + 0.5Lg
+

1

SBi + 0.5Lg

)
(11)

Fig. 2(a) illustrates SA and SB for unit cells of devices A and
B. Matched devices must have same values of SA and SB, in
order to match their threshold voltage shift, ∆Vth.
Oxide definition (OD) spacing and width [14], also known
as oxide spacing effect (OSE), is illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
This effect changes the stress in a transistor due to variations
in spacing between the OD regions (active areas), therefore
altering Vth. Moreover, the stress induced in a transistor varies
with the OD width (active area width). Mismatch can be
avoided by maintaining same OD width and spacing.
Gate pitch variations causes the stress induced in a transistor
to shift [14], as shown in Fig. 2(b) for device A. As gate pitch
increases, the volume of the stressor material around the poly
increases, resulting in increased stress in the transistor channel
that perturbs Vth. In analog cells, the mismatch is minimized
by using the same poly pitch.

The use of identical unit cells for matched devices can
be used to cancel out all LDEs except LOD and WPE [19].
Specifically, the gate/poly pitches are uniform for CC analog
blocks; by construction, the unit cell approach ensures that
the OD width is uniform; the y-direction OD spacing (OSE)
is uniform for each transistor due to the use of a row-based
unit cell placement approach, and the x-direction spacing is
uniform due to diffusion sharing. Therefore, the focus must
be on optimizing LOD and WPE mismatch through the use
of dummies and using placement techniques.

B. Modeling Correlated Variations
Spatially-correlated variations in capacitor arrays can be mod-
eled by the following correlation function for two capacitors
separated by a Euclidean distance of r [20]:

ρs(r) = (ρ0)r (12)
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where 0 < ρ0 < 1 and l depend on the process: l plays a
similar role as correlation distance (a typical value is 1mm).

For two capacitors, Cp = pCu and Cq = qCu, with p and
q unit capacitors, respectively, their correlation coefficient is:

ρpq =
Cov(p, q)

σpσq
(13)

The corresponding variances and covariances are:

σ2
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For t capacitors, the average correlation coefficient ρavg over
all C(t, 2) = t(t− 1)/2 pairwise combinations of capacitors

ρavg =
1

C(t, 2)
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ρpq (14)

A widely used metric for CC capacitor arrays is the capac-
itance ratio mismatch due to random variations, given by:

Mrand = max
p,q∈{1,··· ,n},p6=q

var

(
Cp

Cq

)
(15)

It can be shown that var(Cp/Cq) is given by
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]
(16)

where W and L are the device width and length, respectively.
For active devices, the spatial correlation model of [10],

[11] models device variations using the following correlation
functions between two devices that are a distance r apart:

ρg(r) = 1, ρu(r) = 0, ρs(r) = e−(r/RL)2 (17)

where RL is the correlation distance. For devices i and j,

cov(Pi, Pj) = σ2
g + ρs(r)σ

2
s (18)

The correlation coefficient ρ(r) between Pi and Pj is:

ρ(r) =
cov(Pi, Pj)

σPi
σPj

=
σ2
r + ρs(r)σ

2
s

σ2
P

(19)

A plot of ρ(r) is shown in Fig. 3.

C. Modeling Random Variations
Uncorrelated random variations due to random dopant fluctu-
ations (RDF) [21] or line edge roughness (LER) [22] can be
reduced by using larger devices. One of the most widely-used
transistor variational models in analog design was proposed
by Pelgrom [23]. The model quantifies the mismatch in a
parameter P (e.g., Vth) of two devices as the sum of two
random variables corresponding to the uncorrelated compo-
nent, u, and a spatially correlated component, s. The variance
of the mismatch is given by

σ2(∆P ) = σ2
u + σ2

s (20)

where σ2
u =
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P

WL
; σ2
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Fig. 3: Overall process correlation as a function of distance
between two devices (adapted from [10], [11]).

Here, AP and SP are technology-dependent proportionality
constants, r is the distance between the devices, and σ2

represents the variance of the corresponding random variable.
The first component depends on the area of the transistor
and can be diluted by using large-sized transistors, while the
second depends on the distance between components, and
can be mitigated by layouts that reduce the distance between
devices. Similar models for capacitors [24], [25] use

σ2
u =

A2
f

WL
(21)

where W is the width and L the length of Cu, and Af is a
mismatch coefficient similar to Pelgrom’s coefficient.

III. COMMON-CENTROID CAPACITOR LAYOUT

CC capacitor layouts are essential for capacitor networks in
many AMS integrated circuits, such as charge-scaling digital-
to-analog converters (DAC), successive-approximation-register
analog-to-digital converters (SAR ADC), switched capacitor
filters, and other circuits requiring charge storage elements.
For example, the CC layout applies to the binary-weighted
capacitor network in the charge-scaling DAC in Fig. 4, in
order to achieve highly matched capacitance ratios while
reducing unwanted parasitics. The quality of CC capacitor
layouts depend on unit capacitor structures, placement styles,
and routing among the unit capacitors. The impact of variation
must be translated into circuit performance metrics, such as
nonlinearity and power consumption.

A. Performance Modeling
Different circuits may adopt different performance metrics. For
the N -bit DAC in Fig. 4, the most important performance cri-
teria include nonlinearity metrics, the differential nonlinearity
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Fig. 4: Parasitic capacitors, CTB , CTS , CBS , in the capacitor
network of a charge-scaling digital-to-analog converter [26],
[27], which may have great impact on overall circuit perfor-
mance and power consumption.
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(DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL). DNL quantifies the
degree to which each output step varies from the ideal step,
which can be calculated by Eq. (22), while INL describes the
maximum deviation between the ideal output of a DAC and the
actual output level, which can be calculated by Eq. (23), where
VLSB is the ideal output voltage difference corresponding to
any two adjacent digital codes, known as the least significant
bit (LSB). If either DNL or INL of a DAC is worse than ±1
LSB, it may result in a non-monotonic transfer function, or a
missing code. To design an even more robust DAC, both DNL
and INL are limited within ±0.5 LSB.

DNLi =
VOUT (i+ 1)− VOUT (i)− VLSB

VLSB
,∀i = 0, . . . , 2N−1.

(22)

INLi =
VOUT (i)− V ideal

OUT (i)

VLSB
,∀i = 0, . . . , 2N−1. (23)

In both equations, the output voltage, VOUT , may be far from
the ideal value, V ideal

OUT (i), without a well-matched CC layout.
Power consumption is another critical metric, as many AMS

circuits are used in mobile battery-powered devices. Larger
unit capacitors can reduce the impacts from the mismatch
due to process variation and routing parasitic, but may result
in significantly higher power consumption and chip area.
Therefore, a better tradeoff between capacitor mismatch and
power consumption must be considered for CC capacitor
layouts. Lin et al. [26], [27] have shown that minimizing
routing parasitic mismatch can result in smaller required unit
capacitance, and hence lower power consumption and area.

B. Unit Capacitor Structures

With the advancement of process technologies, more metal
layers are available for chip design and manufacturing [28].
Instead of applying MIM capacitors, the metal-oxide-metal
(MOM) capacitor structures, such as fingers [24], [29], [30],
sandwiches [31], pillars [32]–[34], and mortise-tenon [35], and
vertical bars [36] are preferable. The perspective view from top
and the side views at three different cross sections of these
MOM capacitors are shown in Figs. 5(a), (b), (c), and (d),
respectively. Compared to MIM capacitors, MOM capacitors
offer advantages of lower manufacturing cost as well as higher
capacitance density due to multiple metal layers and shrinkage
of metal width/spacing in advanced process nodes.

Among MOM capacitors, the fingered structure is the eas-
iest to implement and has the highest capacitance density.
Fingered structures are FinFET-technology-friendly as lower
metal layers must be gridded with constant widths and pitches.
However, in non-FinFET nodes, they may produce various
unwanted parasitics after routing, as seen Fig. 4, leading to
unexpected gain loss or higher switching energy. The large
parasitic capacitance between the top plate and substrate, CTS ,
may lead to significant gain loss [30]. In addition to CTS , the
routing for the finger structure may also induce large parasitic
capacitance, CTB , between the top plate and the bottom plate
of different capacitors in SAR ADC due to coupling between
the fingers and the metal wires connecting different capacitors.

The sandwich structure, pillar structure, and mortise-tenon
structures can effectively reduce some unwanted parasitics
and make routing easier. For example, the CTS in these

Top-plate vias
Bottom-plate metal shapes
Bottom-plate vias

Top-plate metal shapes

Side view at cross section A

Side view at cross section B

A
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CCC
C

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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M2
M1

M6
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M4
M3
M2
M1

M6
M5
M4
M3
M2
M1

C

Perspective from Top

Side view at cross section C

(e)

Fig. 5: Perspective view from top and different cross section
views of popular MOM capacitor structures. (a) Finger [29];
(b) Sandwich [31]; (c) Pillar [32]; (d) Mortise-tenon I [35];
(e) Mortise-tenon II [28].

structures is eliminated because the top-plate metal shapes
are enclosed by the bottom-plate metal shapes. However,
these three structures are more complex, the corresponding
capacitance densities are not as high as the finger structure.
A parameterized mortise-tenon structure considering various
dimensions and layers was introduced in [28] for fast unit
capacitor generation while achieving high capacitance density
for various unit capacitance values.

C. CC Capacitor Array Construction

A common step in CC layout is to first compute the array size,
attempting to create a structure that is as close to a square as
possible. If the total number of unit capacitors is less than the
array size, then dummy cells are added to complete the array.
An outer ring of dummy cells is often added to an array to
avoid fringe effects for cells at the periphery of the array.

Early approaches to CC capacitor placement were heuristic.
In [12] the concept of rectangles and circles was used to
develop a placement and routing algorithm. The work of [20]
showed that a higher dispersion degree between two capacitors
can ensure a higher correlation coefficient and lower variation.
In [37], a heuristic non-CC placement algorithm was proposed
to increase correlation among capacitors, improving correlated
random variations at the expense of systematic variations.

A second class of methods formulates the problem as an in-
teger linear program [38]. The constraints include exclusivity,
which slots exactly one unit capacitor into each location; ratio
requirements that ensure that the number of the unit capacitors
should be exactly equal to the required number; and a routing
constraint, where each unit capacitor uniquely selects one track
in one of its four adjacent channels for routing, where each
track spans an entire channel between capacitors.
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A third class of methods uses structured methods for creat-
ing CC layouts with high dispersion is based on the chessboard
layout style, proposed in [39] and developed in [40], [41].
The method, focused on binary-weighted capacitor ratios,
is illustrated for a six-bit DAC in Fig. 6(a). First, all unit
capacitors of C6 are placed on the same color in a chessboard
style. Next, C5 is placed on the other color as shown in
Fig. 6(b). The process alternates between the colors of the
chessboard until all unit capacitors are placed. To perform the
placement of the capacitors from C2 to CN−1, [42] proposed
a partition-centering based symmetry placement algorithm
considering the impact of parasitics. In [43], the chessboard
placement method is generalized to nonbinary capacitor ratios
based on a hybrid chessboard placement method that aims
to obtain the lowest DNL and while precisely match the
routing wirelength with the capacitor ratio values. Chessboard
routing involves numerous vias, which can cause a degradation
in 3dB frequency due to high via resistances, particularly
in FinFET nodes. In [44], the 3dB frequency is improved
using a block chessboard method that places capacitors in a
chessboard pattern at various granularities is presented.

A fourth class of methods uses iterative techniques based on
stochastic optimization algorithms such as simulated annealing
(SA). The work of [13] proposes a common centroid place-
ment to maximize dispersion while respecting the adjacency
constraint of non-integer capacitor ratios to reduce systematic
and random mismatches simultaneously. The unit capacitors
of a pair from the pair sequence are placed symmetrically
with respect to the CC point of the placement matrix starting
from the innermost circle and going outward direction. The
work of [13] presents three operations during perturbation of
the pair sequence to increase the degree of dispersion, and
devises a procedure to maintain feasible placement that fulfills
the adjacency constraint after each perturbation. However, the
placement does not consider routing complexity.

A placement method based on the center-based corner block
list (C-CBL) was proposed in [45] for CC placement, using
a grid-based approach to place the devices uniformly so that
they can average out the parasitic effects. After generating
several feasible placements by varying the column numbers
and eliminating redundant solutions, SA is used to perturb
the global sequence pair and they re-defined the moves to
perturb the position of the sub-devices. However, routing
considerations are not accounted for.

The SA-based CC layout generation method in [46] per-
forms simultaneous placement and global routing, performing
a search over a pair sequence representation of a CC place-

Fig. 6: A 6-bit example of the chessboard placement method.
The first two steps (k = N = 6 and k = N − 1 = 5) and the
final result, denoted by P1 [40].

Fig. 7: Routing topology of the net, n3, consisting of two
vertical trunk wires, one horizontal bridge wire, and many
horizontal or vertical branch wires in [46].

ment. In each pair (ui, uj), ui and uj are symmetrically placed
about the CC point, and pair sequence lists pairs in nonincreas-
ing order of distance from the CC point. Perturbation of a pair
sequence can result in a different CC layout with the same
dimensions. A core step in [46] is routability analysis, which
finds the overlapped channel spans among different connected
capacitor groups. Next, the largest number of required routing
tracks in a channel is minimized, attempting to achieve one
track per channel. Finally, detailed routing (Fig. 7) first routes
trunk wires in channels, then branch wires within the array
by using breadth-first search, and lastly, bridge wires that
symmetrically connect all trunk wires.

In [27] an approach that constructs a minimum spanning tree
(MST) to connect the top plates of all the disjoint connected
components is presented. The approach defines a CP-sequence
that encodes the unit capacitor size, routing topology, and
routing patterns. A genetic algorithm is employed to find
the best configuration of the CP sequence for both power
minimization and parasitic matching, using the fitness function

Φ =

(
α

Cunit

Cunit,max
+ β

DNLmax
0.5

+ γ
INLmax

0.5

)−1
(24)

where a penalty function is used so that if DNLmax or
INLmax exceeds 0.5 LSB, it is set to ∞. Finally, a shielded
routing problem is formulated as a small ILP that adds shields
in a way that keeps capacitor ratios close to their ideal values.

IV. COMMON-CENTROID TRANSISTOR LAYOUT

Algorithms for CC layout of capacitor arrays are not directly
applicable to transistor arrays, where considerations such as
diffusion sharing and LDEs must be taken into account. CC
layouts to minimize systematic variations in transistor arrays
have been studied in [2], [47]–[51].

The works in [48], [49] present constructive algorithms to
generate CC patterns for transistor arrays. Thermal effects are
also considered for placement generation in [49]. In [47], the
notion of dispersion, the degree to which the unit cells of
a transistor are distributed throughout a layout, is used to
compare layouts and methods for generating maximally disper-
sive layouts are presented. However, the proposed techniques
can only be applied to arrays with two transistors. None of
these methods addresses the routing problem, or the issue of
diffusion sharing between transistors.

A framework for constructing a 2D CC array to maximize
diffusion sharing is based on [2]. Representing the nodes as
vertices and source-drain connections between transistor finger
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Fig. 8: (a) A current mirror bank. (b) Its Mhalf graph. (c)–(f)
Steps in the proposed common-centroid algorithm. [19]

as edges, a “half diffusion graph,” Mhalf , is first created by
halving the number of edges between vertices. Fig. 8(a) shows
a schematic of the example circuit consists of five devices, A,
B, C, D, and E, whose multiplicity matrix M = [2, 2, 4, 8, 8]
represents, in the same order, the number of unit cells of these
five devices. The graph for the circuit is shown in Fig. 8(b).
An extension in [19] considers the number of unit cells is
odd and full diffusion sharing is not possible. In this case one
cell is placed at the edge of the layout. An Euler path is then
found on this graph (in [2], this is done through expensive
enumeration) to create half of the layout: this is then reflected
about the CC point to create the full layout.

The work in [19], incorporated into ALIGN [52]–[54],
introduces several improvements over prior methods. First,
it improves upon the expensive enumeration of Euler paths
in [2]. Second, it accounts for LDEs and parasitic mismatches
in constructing the CC layout. Third, the routing method is
made electromigration-aware and IR-drop-aware by creating
a fishbone structure whose wire widths are optimized. The
approach is illustrated in Fig. 8(c)–(f). At each step, cells of
the device with the largest fraction (Ratio) of unplaced cells
are added to the layout matrix. To improve dispersion, cells
are placed alternately to the left and right of the CC point. To
minimize LOD mismatch if a device has already been placed
in the column (in a different row), another device is prioritized.

For example, in the circuit of Fig. 8(a), first, device C is
selected: at this point no device can share the diffusion region,
and C is a device with the highest Ratio value. Its placement
in X is shown in Fig. 8(d). Thereafter, Ratio is updated, and
device D, which now has the largest value in Ratio, is placed
as shown in the figure. At this point, the row is filled and we

move to the next row. The procedure is repeated until all cells
are placed, as shown in Fig. 8(f)–(g).

In [50], a CC placement for FinFET technologies consid-
ering the impact of gate misalignment is studied. Due to gate
misalignment, the position of the printed gate of a FinFET may
deviate from the expected position, increasing the threshold
voltage and decreasing the FinFET drain current. By carefully
arranging the orientations of all FinFETs within a current mir-
ror or a differential pair, the ratio of the drain current among
different transistors in a current mirror or a differential pair can
be perfectly matched [55]. A new quality metric is proposed
for evaluating current ratio matching among transistors in a
current mirror under gate misalignment and parasitic resistance
in a CC array. The placement algorithm, focused on current
mirror structures, is diffusion-sharing-aware and maximizes
unit cell dispersion to optimize current ratio while maximizing
the dispersion degree. Routing is performed using a parasitic-
aware technique based on a minimum spanning tree method.

V. IS COMMON-CENTROID LAYOUT ALWAYS NECESSARY?
A. Impact of Layout on Performance
In [56], two issues that affect the performance of analog
transistor array during layout are analyzed:
Layout-dependent effects (LDEs): LDEs induce shifts in tran-
sistor performance parameters stemming from their relative
position in the layout, as described in Section II-A2. Fig. 9
shows three layouts (clustered, ID, and CC). From Eq. 11, each
layout experiences different LOD variations. In the clustered
layout, SA [SB] for the leftmost unit cell A is the same as SB
[SA] for the rightmost cell B, resulting in the same LOD. A
similar observation is made for the ID layout, but in the CC
layout, from Eq. (11), LOD for the inner B cells differs from
that for the outer A cells, causing mismatch.
Routing parasitic mismatch: From Fig. 9, the CC layout inher-
ently shows a mismatch between the length of the drain/source
connections (and hence the wire parasitics) for devices A and
B. No such mismatch is seen for the ID or clustered layout.
In FinFET technologies, where the wires have significant
resistance, this can be a significant performance issue. As
design rules specify unidirectional wire routing each layer,
detours for parasitic matching are not possible, and moving to
another layer involves vias that cause large resistances jumps,
making resistance matching even harder.

The impact of parasitic mismatch and LOD is more critical
for smaller devices. For larger devices, these effects can
be avoided by changing device placement, e.g., in Fig. 9,
mismatch can be reduced by using two rows of transistors,
with A and B swapped in the second row, to ensure that both
LOD and routing parasitics for A and B match even for CC.

The effective transconductance [57] captures the impact of
interconnect parasitics in DPs on performance:

Gm =
gm(vin − vs)

vin
=
gm(vin − iacRs)

vin
(25)

where vin and vs are the small-signal input and source
voltages, respectively; gm is the transistor transconductance;
Rs is the parasitic resistance from the transistor source to
its AC ground node (the point where small-signal currents
cancel); and iac is the small-signal current through Rs.
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Fig. 9: Clustered, CC, and ID layouts with routing connections.

For a DP, each unit cell of device A carries a positive
small-signal current of magnitude IUA and device B carries a
negative small-signal current of magnitude IUB . The locations
of AC ground and the AC currents in a DP are annotated
in Fig. 9. For the clustered pattern, the current through Rs

increases from the leftmost/rightmost unit cell (A/B) to the
AC ground, and is larger than for CC or ID. Consequently, vs
is higher and Gm is lower (from (25)) than for CC or ID.

The effective small-signal currents through Rs are very
similar for CC and ID, but due to Rs mismatch between device
A and B, the CC pattern is inferior to the ID pattern [57]. Thus,
the ID layout provides the best Gm, the CC layout is next best,
and the clustered layout is the worst of the three.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10: Schematics: (a) 5T-OTA (b) StrongARM comparator
B. Evaluation of Circuit-Level Performance
We consider clustered, CC, and optimized layouts of a 5T-
OTA and a StrongARM comparator, for two values of the
correlation length, RL: 10µm and 1000µm.
5T-OTA: The 5T-OTA in Fig. 10(a) uses a DP (M3,
M4) [W/L = 46µm/14nm], an NMOS CM (M1, M2)
[18.4µm/14nm], and a much smaller structure for the PMOS
CM (M5, M6) [2.3µm/14nm]. Its input-referred offset is
sensitive to mismatch [58]. The optimized OTA layout uses
a CC pattern for the larger structures, the DP and the NMOS
CM. These cells have 80 and 40 unit cells for each device,
respectively, and the CC patterns for these have four rows that
can match both LOD and parasitics. A clustered pattern is used
for the small PMOS CM. The mean of the offset is affected

by layout parasitics and LDEs, and the CC layout is worse
than the optimized layout. The culprit in CC is the PMOS
CM with four unit cells per device, arranged in a single row,
which creates high parasitics and LOD mismatch.

The offset stdev is affected by both uncorrelated (u) and
spatially correlated (s) variations. For correlation distance
RL = 1000µm, the total variations are dominated by u for
all layout pattern. For RL = 10µm, the clustered pattern is
clearly worse. The optimized case has the best σ and good µ.
StrongARM comparator: The StrongARM comparator in
Fig. 10(b) uses a DP (M1, M2) [6.1µm/14nm], an NMOS
cross-coupled pair (CCP) (M3, M4) [3.1µm/14nm], a PMOS
CCP (M5, M6) [1.6µm/14nm], and switches. Its dynamic input
offset is sensitive to mismatch between X and Y [59]. All
blocks in the comparator are small, and the optimized layout
uses the clustered pattern. CC shows capacitance mismatch
between X and Y , and ID has higher parasitics at these nodes.

The dynamic offset is a nonlinear function of Vth mismatch
and parasitics [59]. Its mean is higher under CC due to
parasitic mismatch and inherent LOD mismatch in the DP and
CCP. Like the 5T-OTA, at RL = 1000µm, µ and σ are similar
to the u-only case. At RL = 10µm, for the optimal clustered
layout, spatial variations impact mismatch, and the nonlinear
relationship with dynamic offset causes both µ and σ for the
clustered case to degrade. For CC, spatial variations at both
RL values have modest effects: µ and σ are similar to u-only,
but worse than the optimized case.

VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION

This article has provided a survey of techniques used for
CC layout for transistors and passives. Although a great deal
of work has been performed in building CC layouts in the
past, much work is still to be done. The ability to build low-
power solutions depends greatly on developing capabilities
of building well-matched low-capacitance structures with low
parasitics, and this remains an open problem. There is early
work on understanding when CC layouts are preferable to non-
CC layouts, and vice versa, but further studies are necessary.

The advent of new technologies – FinFETs and gate-all-
around FETs (GAAFETs/nanoribbons) – brings in a number
of new challenges for CC layout. For example, in lower metal
layers, all wires may be required to be on a grid, with constant
pitch and width; all wires in lower metal layers must be
unidirectional; the cost of “turning” from the horizontal to the
vertical direction, or vice versa, can incur high via resistances.
Moreover, MOM capacitors are greatly preferred over MIM
structures as the cost of moving from lower metal layers
to higher metal layers can similarly incur high resistances
over via stacks. Device structures are susceptible to stress and
require dummy placements to maintain stress [15], [60].
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